
遺    忘  

Yi   Wang   

[ji    waŋ] 

To   Forget 

To Forget 

 

 

 

1. 

遺    忘   ！  遺    忘   ！ 

Yi    wang!   Yi    wang! 

[ji    waŋ        ji    waŋ]  

To   forget!  To   forget!  

To forget!    To forget! 

 

 

若     我    不    能             遺   忘， 

Ruo  wo    bu   neng          yi   wang, 

[ruɔ  wɔ    bu    nəŋ            ji    waŋ] 

If      I       not   to be able  to   forget 

If I am unable to forget, 

 

 

這      纖      小      軀    體， 又     怎     載          得    起    如   許     沉      重         憂   傷？ 

zhe    xian   xiao    qu    ti,     you   zen    zai          de    qi     ru   xu    chen   zhong   you  shang? 

[ʤɣ   ɕiɛn   ɕiau    ʧy     ti      jɔu   dzǝn   dzai        dɣ   tɕi     ru   ɕy    ʧǝn     ʤɔŋ      jɔu   ʃaŋ] 

this    delicate        body,       then  how   to carry  on             such       heavy             sadness? 

how can I carry such heavy grief within this fragile body? 

 

 

人         說        愛    情      故   事      值     得          終      身       想      念； 

Ren      shuo     ai    qing    gu   shi     zhi     de         zhong  shen   xiang  nian; 

[rǝn      ʃuɔ       ai     tɕIŋ    gu    ʃʅ      ʤʅ    dɣ         ʤɔŋ     ʃən      ɕiaŋ    niɛn] 

People  to say   love           story         to be worth    a lifetime       longing;  

People say that a love story is worth a lifetime of longing; 

 

 

但     是   我    呀，  只     想          把        它    遺  忘。 

dan   shi   wo   ya,     zhi    xiang     ba         ta     yi  wang. 

[dan  ʃʅ    wɔ    ja      ʤʅ    ɕiaŋ        ba         ta     ji   waŋ] 

but           I       ah,     only  to want  to take  it     to   forget. 

but for me, I want only to forget. 

 

 

遺    忘   ！  遺    忘   ！ 

Yi    wang!   Yi    wang! 

[ji    waŋ        ji    waŋ]  

To   forget!  To   forget!  

To forget!    To forget! 

 

 

 



 

2. 

隔    岸      的   野   火       在         燒， 

Ge   an       di    ye   huo     zai        shao, 

[gɣ  an       di    jɛ    huɔ     dzai       ʃau] 

Far  shore  of    wildfire     is now  to burn, 

Wildfire burns on the far shore, 

 

 

冷     風      裡         樹     枝        在        搖； 

leng  feng   li           shu   zhi        zai       yao; 

[ləŋ   fǝŋ     li          ʃu     ʤʅ        dzai       jau] 

cold  wind  within  tree   branch  is now  to shake;  

branches sway in the cold wind; 

 

 

我     終        夜         躑     躅        堤                  上， 

wo    zhong   ye        zhi     zhu       di                  shang, 

[wɔ   ʤɔŋ      jɛ         ʤʅ     ʤu       di                   ʃaŋ] 

I        all        night    to  wander    embankment  on, 

all night I wander on the embankment, 

 

 

只      為     追        尋      遺   忘。 

zhi     wei    zhui    xun     yi   wang. 

[ʤʅ   wei    ʤuɛi   ɕyn     ji    waŋ] 

only  to       to seek           to   forget. 

seeking only to forget. 

 

 

但     是     你     呀，    卻            似                天          上        的    星      光， 

Dan  shi     ni      ya,      que           si               tian        shang    di    xing    guang, 

[dan   ʃʅ     ni      ja        tɕyɛ          sɿ                tiɛn        ʃaŋ        di    ɕIŋ     guaŋ] 

But            you   ah,      however   to be like    heaven  above     of    starlight, 

But you, like the heavenly starlight above, 

 

 

終         夜        繞    着      我      徜       徉。 

zhong    ye       rao    zhe    wo     chang  yang. 

[ʤɔŋ      jɛ       rau   ʤɣ     wɔ      ʧaŋ      jaŋ]     

all         night   around        me     to wander. 

wander around me all through the night. 

 

 

遺    忘   ！  遺    忘   ！ 遺    忘   ！ 

Yi    wang!   Yi    wang!  Yi    wang! 

[ji    waŋ       ji    waŋ       ji    waŋ]  

To   forget!  To   forget!  To   forget! 

To forget!    To forget!    To forget! 

 

 

 



 

3. 

隔    岸      的   野   火      已          滅， 

Ge   an       di    ye   huo    yi           mie, 

[gɣ   an      di    jɛ    huɔ    ji            miɛ] 

Far  shore  of    wildfire    already   to extinguish, 

The wildfire has gone out, 

 

 

夜      風      裡         蟲        聲        四     起； 

ye      feng   li          chong   sheng   si      qi; 

[jɛ      fǝŋ     li          ʧɔŋ       ʃǝŋ       sɿ       tɕi] 

night  wind  within  insects  sound   everywhere;  

insects buzz everywhere in the night wind; 

 

 

露     濕     苔      痕，      星      月        將       沉。 

lu      shi    tai      hen,       xing   yue     jiang   chen. 

[lu     ʃʅ     tai      hǝn        ɕIŋ     jyɛ      dɕiaŋ    ʧǝn] 

dewy         moss  traces,   star    moon  will    to sink. 

traces of dew cover the moss, as the moon and stars begin to fade. 

 

 

4. 

誰      能                將          浮   雲     化        作       雙            翼， 

Shui   neng            jiang      fu   yun    hua      zuo     shuang     yi, 

[ʃuɛi  nəŋ              dɕiaŋ      fu   jyn     hua      dzuɔ   ʃuaŋ         ji] 

Who   to be able   to take   clouds      to turn into     a pair of  wings, 

Who can turn floating clouds into a pair of wings, 

 

 

載            我    向          遺   忘        的    宫     殿      飛       去？ 

zai           wo   xiang      yi   wang    di    gong  dian   fei       qu? 

[dzai        wɔ   ɕiaŋ        ji    waŋ      di     gɔŋ   diɛn   fei        tɕy] 

to carry    me   toward   to   forget   of    palace         to fly   to go?  

that will carry me in flight to the forgotten palace? 

 

 

有        時     我   恨          這     顆        心      是   活， 

You     shi    wo   hen        zhe    ke       xin     shi   huo, 

[jɔu      ʃʅ      wɔ   hǝn        ʤɣ    kɣ       ɕIn     ʃʅ     huɔ] 

Sometimes    I     to hate   this    single  heart  is     to live, 

Sometimes I hate this beating heart, 

 

 

是    會              跳    躍，    是   會              痛      苦； 

shi   hui             tiao  yue,     shi   hui             tong   ku; 

[ʃʅ   huɛi           tiau   jyɛ       ʃʅ    huɛi            tɔŋ     ku] 

is     to be able  to  leap,       is    to be able    to hurt; 

that at times can leap, and at times can suffer;  

 

 



 

但     我    又     怕        遺  忘        的    宫      殿     喲， 

dan   wo   you    pa        yi  wang    di    gong  dian   yo, 

[dan  wɔ   jɔu     pa        ji   waŋ      di    gɔŋ    diɛn    jɔ] 

but   I      also    to fear  to  forget   of    palace         oh, 

but oh how I fear the forgotten palace, 

 

 

就        連     痛     苦     亦     付          缺         如。 

jiu        lian   tong  ku     yi      fu          que        ru. 

[dɕiou  liɛn    tɔŋ   ku      ji      fu          tɕyɛ       ru] 

then     even  pain          also   to pay    to lack   to be as good as. 

that is even worse than the price of pain. 

 

 

5. 

迎          接      這      痛     苦    吧！ 

Ying      jie      zhe    tong  ku    ba! 

[jIŋ        dɕiɛ    ʤɣ     tɔŋ    ku    ba] 

To welcome    this    pain          to let!  

Then let me welcome this suffering! 

 

 

生        命       如    像              一    瓢       清      水，  

Sheng  ming   ru    xiang          yi    piao    qing   shui, 

[ʃǝŋ     mIŋ     ru    ɕiaŋ             ji    piau     tɕIŋ     ʃuɛi] 

Life                 if     to be like    a     ladle   fresh  water, 

If life is like a ladle of fresh water, 

 

 

我     寧                  飲          下       這     盞           苦       杯。 

wo    ning               yin         xia      zhe   zhan        ku       bei. 

[wɔ   nIŋ                 jin          ɕia      ʤɣ   ʤan         ku      bei] 

I       would rather  to drink  from   this   glass of   bitter  cup. 

I would rather drink from this bitter cup. 

 

 

6. 

啊！但     是， 若     我    不   能               遺    忘， 

A!    Dan  shi,    ruo   wo   bu   neng            yi   wang, 

[a      dan   ʃʅ     rwɔ  wɔ    bu   nəŋ              ji    waŋ] 

Ah!  But,            if      I      not   to be able   to    forget, 

Ah! But, if I am unable to forget, 

 

 

這      纖      小      軀    體， 又     怎     載          得    起    如   許    沉      重         憂   傷？ 

zhe    xian   xiao    qu    ti,     you   zen    zai          de    qi     ru   xu   chen   zhong   you  shang? 

[ʤɣ   ɕiɛn   ɕiau    tɕy    ti      jɔu   dzǝn  dzai        dɣ    tɕi     ru   ɕy    ʧǝn    ʤɔŋ      jɔu   ʃaŋ] 

this    delicate        body,       then  how   to carry  on            such       heavy             sadness? 

how can I carry such heavy grief within this fragile body? 

 

 



 

 

人         說        愛    情      故   事      值     得          終       身       想      念； 

Ren      shuo     ai    qing    gu   shi     zhi     de         zhong  shen   xiang  nian; 

[rǝn      ʃuɔ       ai     tɕIŋ     gu   ʃʅ      ʤʅ    dɣ         ʤɔŋ     ʃən       ɕiaŋ    niɛn] 

People  to say   love           story         to be worth    a lifetime       longing;  

People say that a love story is worth a lifetime of longing; 

 

 

我    還  是       呀，  只     想          把        它    遺 忘。 

wo   hai  shi      ya,     zhi    xiang     ba         ta     yi wang. 

[wɔ  hai   ʃʅ      ja       ʤʅ    ɕiaŋ        ba         ta     ji  waŋ] 

 I      still           ah,     only  to want   to take  it     to  forget. 

and yet for me, I want only to forget. 

 

 

遺    忘   ！  遺    忘   ！ 遺    忘   ！ 

Yi    wang!   Yi    wang!  Yi    wang! 

[ji    waŋ       ji    waŋ       ji    waŋ]  

To   forget!  To   forget!  To   forget! 

To forget!    To forget!    To forget! 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 

- The [ə] vowel in ‘neng’ [nəŋ], ‘chen’ [ʧǝn], and other syllables with similar ‘en’ or ‘eng’ endings is 

higher and more forward position than in the English ‘chunk’, combining both [e/ɣ] 

- Diphthongs and triphthongs that begin with ‘u’ or ‘i’ should have a [w] or [j] glide element even as 

each vowel is sounded, for example: 

o ‘ruo’ is both [ruɔ/ rwɔ] 

o ‘xian’ is both [ɕiɛn/ ɕjɛn] 
o ‘xiao’ is both [ɕiau/ ɕjau] 

o ‘zhui’ is both [ʤuɛi/ ʤwɛi] 

o ‘guang’ is both [guaŋ/ gwaŋ] 

- Give special attention to the [ɣ] vowel of ‘zhe’, ‘de’, ‘ge’, and ‘ke’, which requires simultaneously 

having the mouth open with slight ‘smile’ of [e], a flat tongue slightly raised in back, and raised soft 

palate 

o It is different from the ‘e’ final following the ‘y’ initial for ‘ye’ [jɛ] 

- Carefully distinguish between certain related but distinct initial consonants 

o ‘x’ and ‘sh’ 

o ‘j’ and ‘zh’ 

o ‘q’ and ‘ch’ 

- The [ɔ] vowel for words with ‘ong’ finals like ‘tong’ ‘gong’ is open but also slightly higher and more 

forward, with an element of the [ʊ] vowel included, as in [ɔ/ʊŋ] 

- The [ɔ] vowel of ‘ruo’ [ruɔ] is only slightly opened from the close [o] vowel; it should be midway [o/ɔ] 

o Form a slight ‘w’ in the lips before intoning the ‘r’  



- Remember that the [ɿ] and [ʅ] symbols were created to represent specific Mandarin ‘i’ sounds and are 

not officially recognized as IPA  

o Here, the ‘i’ of [ɿ] is a short buzzed continuation – resonate the vocal folds on the preceding 

consonants  

o The [ʅ] vowel is higher and slightly more forward than ‘er’ final syllables in English words 

like ‘father’;  

 It is a long buzzed continuation – resonate vocal folds on preceding consonants,  

sung similarly to a prolonged first syllable of ‘shirt/measure/chirp/germ’ 

o Refer to the Mandarin Pronunciation Guide for details 

 


